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04. Get Shucked Oysters (Tas) V3

Transcription results:

[music]

My name's Joe Bennett. I'm a Bruny Island local resident for 31 years and I run and own Get Shucked Oyster Farm. An oyster farm is essentially a paddock in the sea and within that you can grow oysters, or muscles, or scallops, or abalone, or whatever it is you want. I've been doing it for nearly 15 years now so I've sort of gathered enough knowledge to know when to harvest and what to look for.

In terms of primary production, it's just amazing and it's not all that expensive to get into. I mean oyster farming is quite a low-entry cost if you start with a small farm. When I first started the oyster farm,  I used a little garden shed and just chucked a sign out on the road and just manned it when someone drove in. I'd go down and serve them and then come back to work and work on the farm. From there I went and bought a food van and we started splitting oysters for people to come and purchase so that was really popular and we ended up being open pretty much seven days a week all throughout the year. From there we decided it would be a good idea to expand into the retail market and put an oyster bar onsite. It's like a full circle from sitting right here in the oyster bar you can see the farm, you can see the grating, you can see the oysters been shucked, and then all of a sudden they arrive on your plate and you have them with a nice glass of sparkling Tasmanian wine.

The idea is to get more and more people around the world to know about Bruny Island oysters and get shucked especially. That's what I've been driving towards I guess is to make oysters available to everyone and anyone and make them not seem as a high-end food. It's a food that anyone can get at any time. There's lots of people coming and visiting Bruny Island and we're offering them a super fresh oyster from the farm which they won't experience anywhere else.

[music]

[silence]


